
Cromwell Assessment

Fill in the gaps below. 

Between August and ________ 1888, five women were brutally 
killed in Whitechapel, an area of London. The murderer was 
never caught. There has been much speculation about the who 
they were. One suggestion is that he or she was a _____ or 
butcher, based on the evidence and the injuries that occurred, 
which showed a _________ of the human body. 

They were able to get away with the crimes because of the 
situation at the time. For example, _______ against prostitutes 
was not uncommon and there were many instances of _______ 
being abused. London was also very dark, ______ and dirty due 
to the pollution caused by the Industrial conditions at the time.

The case was investigated by ‘bobbies’. In Britain today all 
policemen are commonly referred to as ‘Bobbies’! Originally 
though, they were known as ‘________’ in reference to one Sir 
Robert Peel (1788 – 1850). There were only 1,000 of Peel’s 
police to try to protect London. They were dressed in blue Tail-
_____ and top hats. 

November, knowledge, coats Peelers, women, violence, 
smoggy,  doctor

1
True or false: Jack the Ripper was 
probably a misogynist. 

 A True
 B False

2 Which of the following was not a victim of 
Jack the Ripper?

 A Annie Chapman
 B Mary Ann Nichols
 C Elizabeth Stride
 D Mary Chapman

3
Which supporters wanted to ban Christmas 
in the English Civil War?

 A Roundheads
 B Cavaliers
 C Catholics
 D Royalists

4
What was Cromwell’s religion?

 A Catholic
 B Puritan
 C Islam
 D Judaism

6
What is Cromwell known as the father of?

 A Monarchy
 B Freedom
 C The military
 D Democracy

True or false? True False

Police at this time were known as 
Bobbies.

Jack the Ripper committed his crimes 
in 1866.

Jack the Ripper only targeted
prostitute's. 

The smoggy conditions were known 
as ‘bean-soup’.

The police were relatively new when 
Jack the Ripper attacked in London.

Write it!
Write a sentence using at least 3 of the keywords from the word search 5

True or false? Cromwell was considered a 
villain because of his actions at Drogheda.

 A True
 B False

Key word - word search!
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Between August and November 1888, five women were 
brutally killed in Whitechapel, an area of London. The murderer 
was never caught. There has been much speculation about the 
who they were. One suggestion is that he or she was a doctor or 
butcher, based on the evidence and the injuries that occurred, 
which showed a knowledge of the human body. 

They were able to get away with the crimes because of the 
situation at the time. For example, violence against prostitutes 
was not uncommon and there were many instances of women
being abused. London was also very dark, smoggy and dirty due 
to the pollution caused by the Industrial conditions at the time.

The case was investigated by ‘bobbies’. In Britain today all 
policemen are commonly referred to as ‘Bobbies’! Originally 
though, they were known as ‘Peelers’ in reference to one Sir 
Robert Peel (1788 – 1850). There were only 1,000 of Peel’s 
police to try to protect London. They were dressed in blue Tail-
coats and top hats. 

November, knowledge, coats Peelers, women, violence, 
smoggy,  doctor

1
True or false: Jack the Ripper was 
probably a misogynist. 

 A True
 B False

2 Which of the following was not a victim of 
Jack the Ripper?

 A Annie Chapman
 B Mary Ann Nichols
 C Elizabeth Stride
 D Mary Chapman

3
Which supporters wanted to ban Christmas 
in the English Civil War?

 A Roundheads
 B Cavaliers
 C Catholics
 D Royalists

4
What was Cromwell’s religion?

 A Catholic
 B Puritan
 C Islam
 D Judaism

6
What is Cromwell known as the father of?

 A Monarchy
 B Freedom
 C The military
 D Democracy

True or false? True False

Police at this time were known as 
Bobbies.

X

Jack the Ripper committed his crimes 
in 1866.

X

Jack the Ripper only targeted
prostitute's. 

X

The smoggy conditions were known 
as ‘bean-soup’.

X

The police were relatively new when 
Jack the Ripper attacked in London.

X
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